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An ounce of prevention; a ton of value.
Preventive maintenance pays. How much your company will save and how many efﬁciencies
depends on where prevention begins and how it ﬁts into the larger maintenance planning scheme.
Asset Management Services (AMS) saves clients millions of dollars on maintenance costs every year.
A decade-long track record proves that the return on investment more than pays for the service.
How? Simply put, prevention reduces equipment wear, improves safety, lowers risk and lessens the
chance for environmental harm.

STARTING WHERE YOU’RE AT

STARTING UPSTREAM

Few debate the need for maintenance. Many
companies, however, miss opportunities to
maximize the impact of preventive measures.

Preventive maintenance is often seen strictly as an
O&M factor, delegated to downstream project and
facilities managers.

AMS begins at the beginning, with analysis of
existing data. To that, AMS offers world-class
analytics to ramp up data viability going forward.

AMS takes preventive maintenance into a larger,
strategic realm. If you load it into the planning, design,
engineering and budgeting – way upstream – the
opportunity for cost savings, and efﬁciencies, increase
geometrically…even exponentially.

All of that’s accomplished using your experienced
team and your existing data. Part of the efﬁciency is
gained by seamlessly integrating the new into your
present ERP and CMMS systems.
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THE AMS STRATEGY: PREVENTIVE IS PROACTIVE
One of the distinctions of AMS is that we work exclusively with asset-intensive companies, in oil and gas, mining
and similar industries.
Another distinguishing characteristic – how AMS’ strategic methodology supports its client’s tactical operations.
Few other companies can offer that full-stream, comprehensive approach.

DATA IS AS DATA DOES

FINDING EQUILIBRIUM

Without accurate data, maintenance management and
reliability info is inaccurate and misleading. That can
lead to disastrous delays, mistakes and downtime that
can cost millions.

AMS helps clients establish a balance between the cost of
maintenance and the costs (and penalties) associated with
downtime due to equipment failure.

AMS upgrades data collection and analytic capabilities.
As part of the process, a new and integrated
maintenance management system is introduced, into
which a Preventive Maintenance Plan is folded.

REDUCING RISK/BOOSTING PROFITS

Features:
• Ease of use
• Functionality
• ERP and CMMS friendly
• System-wide transparency
• Reports that bring clarity

AMS helps clients achieve optimum maintenance
management and plant reliability. Here are some of the
payoffs:
• 10 to 15 percent lower cost of
preventive maintenance
• Long-term maintenance budget
savings of up to 20 percent via
continuous-improvement initiatives
• 5 to 10 percent reduced total cost of
equipment ownership

LET AMS INTEGRATE AND OPTIMIZE YOUR PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE.
Contact AMS to learn more about how your company can lower costs, improve performance and boost the bottom line.
.
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